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Abstract-Technology is developing day by day but no significant developments are under taken for deaf and dumb people. Deaf and 
dumb people have no ability to interact with their environment. Such people depend on the sign language. We design and 
implementing the smart communication for deaf and dumb people using line sensor. The glove record the gestures made by the user 
and then it translate their gestures into visual form 
  

I.INTRODUCTION 
 

According to the statistics of the world federation of the deaf and the world health organization approximately 70 
million people in the world are deaf and dumb people. The majority of speech and hearing impaired people cannot read or 
write in regular languages. Sign language is the native languages use by the deaf and dump to communicate with others. To 
solve this problem using two modes of operation in this system. If measuring the actions performed by the deaf and dumb 
people using resistors array (analog sensor) attached to gloves in a hand of the user. Once the glove is placed in the hands, 
whenever an action for sign language is accomplished, the analog voltage value acquired and the analogous action is 
recognized by the arduino uno board. LCD display and BLUETOOTH is used as output device to convey the message from 
deaf and dumb people to the receiver. Also play-back is used to play the respective sound. Arduino IDE and proteus software 
tools are used for compiling software coding and simulating the design. This project detects the movements of deaf and dumb 
or paralyzed patients and result, action show on LCD  screen and alerting notification as we desired, and plays the stored 
sound in the play.Haptic relating to the sense of touch of sensation can be convert to meaningful sentence by using line sensor. 
 

II.LITERATURE SURVEY 
 

A smart glove available in the market that uses a sign language recognition system is implemented and it is 
translating their gestures into meaningful English letters. They found the sign language for all English alphabet letters. It is 
difficult to communicate and it takes more time to complete single word or sentence [1].sign speech/text system presents 
designing and implementing smart glove for deaf and dumb people. Translate sign to Arabic language by a haptic gloves.They 
found the sign language for alphabet letters in Arabic sign language. This language is cannot understood by all normal people. 
It can only understood by Arabic people it also take more time[2].hand gesture recognitionpresents a sign language for 
numbers. The main advantage of this presented in accuracy.This  publishes numbers from 1to10.They found the sign language 
for  a numbers from 1to10 and they use only one hand for gesture recognition. It takes more time to display one number to 
another[3].Hand talk assistive technology  presents a sign language for required sentence by using flex sensor. Flex sensor is 
used in one finger. This method is used by all deaf and dumb people. They found the sign language for only two sentences. In 
this flex sensor it create only one sentence for single bend and it is costly.[4] 

 
III.BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 
GENERAL WORKFLOW    

 Every person hand shape is unique . This creates a lot of variability and it was required to create a device 
that enclose of these variations.Arduino is a open source electronic platform. It uses simple programming language for input 
commands and simple hardware output.Line sensors are expensive high end wired gloves can also serve haptic assessment 
which is a simulation of these sense of touch.      
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Fig.1 - The block diagram of  proposed system 

LINE SENSOR MODULE  

 The CL Sensors are mounted on each finger and thumb of the glove fig.1. Line sensors are fitted on the 
fingers by using threads and needle.  CL basically made up of conductive elements, which have greater form factor on a thin 
flexible substrate, more carbon means less resistance. When the substrate is touches the sensor produces a variation output 
correlated to the conductivity range. In this way CL sensor offers variable conductivity readings. 

 

 
 

Fig 2-Haptic glove with line sensor 
POWER SUPPLY 

Here arduinoboard operate with 12V DC, Bluetooth, LCD display circuit operates with DC 5V supply and this supply 
is provided by regulator of LM7805. 12V step down transformer with rectifiers and required to convert in to DC 5V by 
regulator. 
 
MICROCONTROLLER 
 

 
Fig 3-Arduino board with ATMEGA328 

 
 Every arduinoboard  needs a way to beconnected to a power source. The Arduino UNO can be powered from a USB 
cable coming from your computer then power supply  is concluded in a receptacle navigator. In the picture above the USB 
connection is labeled (1) and the receptacle navigator is labeled (2).The USB connection is also load code onto your arduino. 
PINS (5V, 3.3V, GND, ANALOG, DIGITAL, PWM, AREF):The pins on your Arduino are the places where you 
connectwires to construct a circuit (probably in conjuction with a breadboard / PCBs and some wire. If typically have black 
plastic ‘headers’ that allow  plug a wire right into the board. The Arduinohas  different kinds of pins, which is labeled on the 
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board and used for different functions.GND (3) :Short for ‘Ground’. There are several GND pins on the Arduino, which can be 
used to ground on the circuit. 4. 5V (4) & 3.3V (5): As you might guess, the 5V pin supplies 5 volts of power, and the 3.3V 
pin supplies 3.3 volts of power. Most of the simple components used with the Arduino run at 5 or 3.3 volts.  

Analog (6) :The area of pins under the ‘Analog In’ label (A0 through A5 on the UNO) are Analog In pins. These pins 
can read the signal from an analog sensor (like a light sensor) and convert it into a digital value that we can read. Digital (7) 
:Across from the analog pins are the digital pins (0 through 13 on the UNO). These pins  used for both digital input (like 
telling if a button is pushed) and digital output (like powering an LED).PWM (8) :It have noticed the tilde (~) next to some of 
the digital pins (3, 5, 6, 9, 10, and 11 on the UNO). These pins act as normal digital pins, because these pins are called  as 
Pulse-Width Modulation (PWM).  

AREF (9):These pin can leave as some period of time when used to set an external reference voltage (between 0 and 
5 Volts) as the upper limit for the analog input pins. RESET BUTTON: The has a reset button (10) pushing it will temporarily 
connect the reset pin to ground and restart any code loaded on the arduino .It is very useful if the code doesnot repeat but the 
test should be test in multiple times.POWER LED INDICATOR:Just beneath and to the right of the word “UNO” on your 
circuit board there is a tiny LED next to the word “ON”(11) .This LED should light up whenever plug your arduino into 
power. 

 
LCD: 
 
 LCD screen works on the principle of  blocking light rather than emitting light .It is a combination of two states of 
matter Solid and liquid .Light is projected from a lens on a layer of liquid crystal.The passive matrix lcd has grid of conductors 
withPixels located at each junction in the lattice. A current is sent across two conductor on the lattice control the light for any 
pixel.It make a small identification  and do away with potentiometer that normally required to adjust the screen contrast .As a 
Substitute use one of arduino PWM output smoothed by a capacitor to create a simple digital to analog output which allows to 
control the screen contrast digitally from within our program .Pin 9 is used as the PWM output and it is connects to the 
V0contrast pin on the lcd.The contrast pin on the lcd requires small voltage for ideal display condition. Lower voltage and 
high contrast should be reversed. A voltage approximately 0.5-1v but it depends on the ambient temperature. If  set the PWM 
output initially to 50 to give a value approximating 1v. If increases or decrease to get the correct contrast on your LCD.If able 
to control the contrast manually then the addition of two push buttons and a bit more coding would allow increase and 
decrease the contrast . 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Fig 4-LCD display 
 

V.DETAILED WORKING 

The data glove fitted with CLS(conducting line sensor)sensors along the  length of each finger and the thumb.The line 
sensor output a stream of data that varies with touching in different position.CL sensor outputs data stream depending on the 
touching position produced by the sign. A group of signs that represent words are collected from the data set of this 
system.The output data stream from the CLS is fed to microcontroller where it is processed and converted into digital 
form.The microcontroller compare this readings to look up the table stored  in theInternal program memory ,which ever 
reading is closest to the look up table microcontroller will select that word.After this microcontroller will search the word for  
.wav file with similar name. That text will be displayed on LCD. 
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Fig5 – Smart communication haptic glove system 

 

VI.RESULTS 

In the right hand if the thumb finger, pointing finger and middle finger line sensor are touch together, then the 
message “ARE YOU SICK” will be displayed on the LCD. 

 

Fig 6 –“Are You Sick “ message displayed in LCD 

Table 1 – Right hand fingers combination and corresponding statements 

CONNECTION IN RIGHT HAND STATEMENT 
                         R1+R2 HAI 
                         R1+R3 HELLO 
                         R1+R4 HOW ARE YOU 
                         R1+R5 BREAK THE RULES 
                         R1+R2+R3 ARE YOU SICK 
                         R1+R3+R4 I AM 22 
                         R1+R4+R5 NOTHING 
                         R1+R2+R3+R4 FINAL CALL OUT 
                         R1+R3+R4+R5 BREAK THE RULES 
                         R1+R2+R3+R4+R5 BEST WISHES 
                         R1+R2+R4 YES I AM SICK 
                         R1+R3+R5 WHATS UP 
                         R1+R2+R5 HOW OLD ARE YOU 
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In the left hand if the thumb finger, pointing finger line sensor are touch together, then the message “THANK YOU” 
will be displayed on the LCD. 

 

Fig 7 – “Thank you“ message displayed in LCD 

Table 1 – Lefthand fingers combination and corresponding statements 

 

VII.CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

This paper introduced the smart communication using hand gloves for deaf and dumb people. It will provide more 
reliable efficient, easy to use and light weight solution to user as compare to other communication aids available. In future this 
idea can be further enhanced by including more conversation statements and multilingual. 
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